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Abstract: Language attitude is the outlook of the people for a particular language. Assam is a place where many ethnic and indigenous groups are living
peacefully. The Khamti is an indigenous group and a branch of Tai tribe origin at Burma(today Myanmar) and have their cultural and linguistic identity.
They have their own script. The Khamti is a small ethnic group of Assam and their population is very few. Although they have their own language
maximum of them use Assamese language for communication. Due the domination of Assamese language Khamti‘s are become bilingual. As a result a
threatening arises for their language. In such a situation the Khamti‘s language attitude to their language is becoming an important issue for preservation
and development of Khamti language. Medium of instruction in a particular language is a technique for development and conservation of that language.
This paper primarily tries to analyze the language attitude of Khamti people to their language. Secondly, it tries to discuss the significance of Khamti‘s
language attitude for preservation and development of their language and attitude for medium of instruction in Khamti language based on empirical
study.
Index Terms: Language attitude, Khamti language, Medium of education.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Khamti is a distinguished branch of Chino-Tibetan language
family belonging to Tai family. The Khamtis have been dwelling
in India of the North Eastern part of Arunachal province and in
a few certain region of Assam from the many years ago. Even
the Khamtis have been dwelling in Burma country or Myanmar
situated in the bank of the river ―Erawati‖ in the place name
―Myung-Khamti-Lyung‖ from the past. The richful Khamtis of
Tai family through socio culture or religious approaches, dwell
in the middle 18th century migrated to Brahmaputra valley.
Many years ago, many people of ‗Tai‘ or ‗Shwan‘ caste
dwelling in the western region of China spread their living
through migration in the upstream region of Burma. The name
of this place was ―Mung-Kong‖or ―Mugbang‖. Historical evident
can be found that in a large area among Tripura,Yunan and
Burma country, the ―shawn ― people established a kingdom
namely ―Pong‖. ―Mung-Kong‖ was also a region belong to this
kingdom. Towards the ―Pong‖ kingdom of the north situated in
the 270 degree and 280 degree latitude after the ‗Mli-Kha‘
branch of the river ―Erawati‖ separated from the Shwan
established ―Myung-Khamti-Lyung‖or ―Borkhamti Desh‖. This
Shwan family people having shape ownership ordinance in
Borkhamti country, later on, came to be known as ―Khamti
community‖. At that time the king of Burma ‗Amla Fra‘ (17521760) in the middle of 18th century soon taking onto the
thsrong to ruin the ―Pong‖ state, divided the people living there
into separate groups. In such situation some people of
Khamtis inhabited there living in the Ahom Kingdom
overcoming ―Patkai‖ hill range. According to the faith of the
Khamtis, the name of their pre-inhabited place was ―MyungKhamti-Lyung‖ of Burma country and their ancestors had been
dwelling for many years.
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An opinion made by Probin Saikia regarding the meaning of
―Khamti‖ and the purport of the name Khamti is – In Tai
language ‗Kham‘ means ‗Gold‘ and ‗Tai‘ means ‗Place‘. From
this opinion, the word ‗Khamti‘ means ―Golden Place‖ or ―The
place of having Gold‖ or ―Golden country‖. According to an
attractive legend cited in an ancient draft of Khamti literature,
there was an iron tree having flowers, fruits of Gold in this
particular place. According to another illustration, ‗Kham‘
means ‗having attachment‘ or ‗having attachment serially‘
(similar-‗Kham-bandh‘). The place is become known ―Khamti‖
because of having the attachment of mount-hill, rivertributaries and rocks etc. Another meaning of the word ―Kham‖
is ―Having blocked‖ or ―Making blocked‖. Once at the time of
war, when a group of ‗Tai‘ shifted their place for self-defence
they were blocked the surrounding by the Himalayan mounthills in an underneath and they were unwillingly lived there for
many years. Later on, in the meaning of ‗keeping to be
blocked place‘ the word Khamti is begun that can be found in
another illustration. On the other hand some Khamti people
want to tell that their pre-inhabited place was ‗Lyung-chungKham‘ and its meaning – ‗Vast Country of Golden Garden‘.
Attending in the ‗Soumar Province‘ Chao-Lung-Shukapha was
surprised by seeing the beauty of the golden-coloured rice
field having gold-seed as the country‘s name become ‗MungBhun-Chun-Kham‘ either this name was debut for the over
sufficient of certain golden-coloured rice cultivation. One thing
is cleared that, with the word ―Khamti‖, as the symbol of
affluence, the meaningful relation about Gold is certainly
approachable. It is to be seen that the word is mainly a placeoriented. But in later times to make understand for the certain
inhabitant of this place, this word is to be used. Rather, as
these people get the recognition as a plenary cast, they start
to introduce themselves as ‗Khamti‘ caste. The three main
branch of Chino-Tibetian language family is – Chino,Tai and
Tibet-Burmi through Khamti language is debut from the growth
of Tai branch. Some influences can be seen in Khamti
language in many cases for having relation with Burmees
language. For the need of religious purposes through the
practices of scriptures of Pali language, many Aryan oriented
words are included in Khamti language. Many elements of the
Assamese language are visible in the language of Khamti
people dwelling in the Brahmaputra valley.
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Objective:
The objectives of the paper is to1. Discuss the Khamti‘s language attitude for
preservation of their distinctive language.
2. Analyze the Khamti‘s language attitude for
development of their language.
3. Discuss the Khamtis language attitude for education
in Khamti language.
Methodology and Materials:
Both the descriptive and analytical methods have been used in
preparation of the paper. The paper is empirical in nature. A
field study was done in some selected areas for collection of
data with a well design questionnaire. Besides, secondary
sources are collected from different books, journals etc.
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Scope of the study:
A Khamti inhabited area namely Narayanpur a place of
Lakhimpur district of Assam was selected for the study. Total
240 samples are collected for the study from six villages of
Narayanpur randomly. The paper only discusses the khamti‘s
language attitude for preservation and development of their
language.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results and discussion of the study can be done through
statistical analysiz with different tables and charts belowAttitude regarding to the medium of education:
The importance of education in human life is endless.
Education plays a vital role of human being in case of
intellectual growth along with social growth. Which medium is
to be more eligible for Khamti people living in Assam; what
was their medium in primary, medial, or in higher education; in
which medium they prefer to send their children- these
approaches are trying to come in light in the help of certain
questions. Even the reasons of in which medium would be
better helpful for reading to them, and what kind of arguments
of it is,- such kind of evident are trying to come in light. From
the collected data of 230 people of model; the evident are
discussed separately according to sex basis.
Attitude regarding to Medium of Education basis on sex:
According to sex to justify the attitude regarding to the medium
of education, the collected evident are divided into two partsmale and female. The collected data are analysed by
converting into numerical form and along with in the help of
bar chart the basic percentage are presented.
TABLE.1.
Attitude Regarding To Medium of Education According To Sex
Sl.
No

Question

1

What
was
your
medium in primary
education?

2

What
was
your
medium in medial
education?

Attitude

Assamese
%
English
%
Assamese
%
English
%

Male
Samples
114
95
83.33
19
16.66
90
78.94
24
21.05

Sex
Female
Samples
116
78
67.24
38
32.75
79
68.11
37
31.89

your
higher
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Assamese
%
English
%
Assamese
%

83
72.80
31
27.19
68
59.64

91
78.44
25
21.55
86
74.13

English
%

46
40.36

30
25.87

Assamese
/ Khamti
%

110

113

96.49

97.41

Assamese
%

4
3.50

3
2.58

Assamese
%

73
64.03

85
73.27

English
%

41
35.96

31
26.72

Regarding to the medium of education, firstly it is trying to
know about the medium of education in primary, medial, and of
high education. In this three questions, it is to be published
that the highest 78.35% were male and the highest 71.26%
were female in Assamese medium. And the remaining 21.63%
male and 28.73% female were taken in English or in other
medium. In case of taking higher education, the percentage of
the medium in English is increased something. In case of
taking higher education in the medium of English the
percentage of male was 27.19% and female was
21.55%.Generally, the mentality of giving education in English
medium schools increases in present time. In which medium
do you have more interest to give education of your children?
In case of asking such question 59.64% of male advocate to
give education in Assamese language and in averse 40.36%
male advocate to give education in the schools of English
medium. On the other hand, in case of female 74.13%
advocate to give education in the medium of Assamese
language and in averse 25.87% advocate to give education in
the medium of English. Suppose there are two primary
schools in your region. In one, firstly it is taught in your
language that is in Khamti language and then taught in
Assamese. And in another school it is taught only in
Assamese. In which school would you like to send your
children? – In case of asking such question both the majority
of male and female advocate eagerly to send their children in
the schools teaching in the both language. In this case the
percentage of male is 96.49% and female is 97.41%.In this
case as a reason, they think- ―No one wants to be absent from
the learning of own language if gets conveniences. On the
other hand student will get understand easily in schools
because of homely practice and similarly they think that both
the efficiency of language would grow. On the other hand,
other 3.50% male and 2.58% female only advocate to send
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their student to the schools teaching in Assamese. Its origin is―In many times they think that their children get convenience
by using Assamese language than Khamti language and so
they want to use Assamese language in homely environment.
Which medium of school do you think better for the Khamti
students? In this question the majority people advocate their
positive attitude towards Assamese medium. According to the
sample of the highest 64.03% male and 73.27% female, they
have been being taught their students in the schools of
Assamese medium and they do not have to face any
inconveniences. Therefore they advocate to send them in the
medium of Assamese language. On the other hand, other
35.96% male and 26.72% female advocates to sending them
in English medium. In this case they want to tell- ―The
familiarity of English education spreading in present time and
in all the purposes the necessity of English is increased‖. On
the other hand, Assamese or Khamti language is taught by
using in homely environment, if the medium of the schools
become in English then the possession would be increased in
English education equally. Rather, English language could
help for doing any works regarding to culture of Khamti
language in future. That is the reason why it does not have all
the conveniences in Assamese language to make understand
all the Khamti language and also not to be understood. In the
basis of all the questions of getting attitude as the average
system, the percentage of men and women has been given in
the below table such asTABLE.2.
Attitude regarding the medium of education on the basis of
sex:
Attitude
Assamese /Khamti
English
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76.46
23.54

80
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Fig.1. Bar Chart: Attitude regarding the medium of
education on the basis of sex:
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very few and due to the lack of well organised agitation, they
cannot pressurise the government decision makers to take
policy for establish Khamti language as a medium of
instruction. Government authorities and private institutions are
providing opportunities for imparting education in English or
Assamese medium. Maximum of Khamti people take
education in Assamese and English medium up to higher
studies. But from the above discussion it is seen that if
facilities available they would like to take education in their
own mother tongue i.e. Khmati language.
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CONCLUSION:

The paper mainly discusses about the language attitude of the
Khamtis regarding medium of instruction. From the above
study it is seen that the khamtis have positive language
attitude toward their language for medium of instruction.
Medium of instruction in own mother tongue enhances the
teaching learning process. It helps in better understanding of a
particular topic or issue as any individuals thought process is
occupied by their own mother tongue. Maximum of Khamti
people regardless of sex want to establish Khamti language as
medium of instruction. But the problem is that their language is
neglected by the government authorities. Their population is
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